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near future
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face the risk of
regulation,
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Air
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fuel generators pose
serious threats to both
public health and
natural ecosystems
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A failure to
address these
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risks could also
diminish the ability
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industry to secure
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financing

There is a movement in
investment circles towards air pollution and
climate risk disclosure
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The special difficulty
of assessing nuclear
power’s risks has
been shown

Some have
championed
nuclear power as
a remedy for the
current electricity
system’s
environmental
problems
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Figure 1. Projections of U.S. Energy Supply from Photovoltaics (PV) and Domestic Oil Reserves.
Source: Byrne et al, 2004.

Every country in
which nuclear
power plants operate has been
forced to develop
liability exemptions..
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...contd on page 51

Natural gas has become a significant
concern for the U.S.
utility industry

Even so,
litigation
remains a
persistent
source of
challenge to
the spread of
nuclear
power

Renewable energy resources,
on the other
hand, provide a
more complete
physical hedge
against natural
gas price variation
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international trade, as

volving issues of inter-

importantly,

The US energy
system is heavily
reliant on imports to meet
current oil and
natural gas demand..
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...contd on page 53

Solar energy’s contribution to US primary
energy supply is expected to surpass that
of domestic oil around
2040 at the latest.
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actually lower national

that power is provided

centralized generation,

security risks (Lovins &

intermittently
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when
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Outage Risks

of

to

and
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energy

design

needed” criteria (which

characteristics.

conventional

…...contd on page 54

genera-

of

Renewable energy installations
tend to be modular, small, and
distributed
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Renewable energy in- large, centralized gen-

plants can take years to

stallations tend to be eration projects. First,

construct and must be

modular, small, and dis- renewable technologies

oversized to anticipate

tributed. As a result, can be installed quickly

future demand. Renew-

they avoid the prob- and

incrementally,

ables can be deployed

conventional

at the same pace that

lems associated with

while

demand grows and can

ture of renewable sys-

ities between 97-99%,

reduce the risks of

tems makes them less

and they can be rapidly

lengthy

likely to cause large- repaired in the event of

construction,

overbuilding, and un-

scale power outages.

mechanical malfunction.

derutilized assets (Hoff

Renewable

energy

Large conventional gen-

& Herig, 1997). Second,

technologies such as

erators, by contrast,

the mechanical simplic-

wind and solar power

had an average availabil-

ity and distributed na-

have technical reliabil- ity of 85% in the 1990s,

and have considerably

grid than the failure of

grid failure. Solar elec-

longer repair periods

1,000 MW coal plant.

tric output, for exam-

(Lovins et al., 2002).

ple,

Furthermore, the fail-

In addition to

ure of a single 1.5

being less prone to

megawatt wind turbine

technical

poses

newable

a

significantly

failure,
energy

Renewables can be
deployed at the same
pace that demand
grows and can reduce
the risks of lengthy
construction...

Renewable
energy systems
can also reduce
the risk of
widespread grid
failure. .

corresponds

closely to the times of
day that electricity de-

re- mand is at its highest
sys-

(Perez et al., 1993). So-

smaller risk to the in-

tems can also reduce

lar panels can therefore

tegrity of the electricity

the risk of widespread

…...contd on page 55

Solar panels can
play an important role in shaving peak system
demand.
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play an important role

study of historical satel- systems had been in-

in shaving peak system

lite data, for example,

stalled

demand,

concluded the August

numbers

when coupled with bat-

2003

US-Canadian

the affected area (Perez

tery storage (Byrne et

blackout

could

have

et al., 2004). Addition-

al., 1998). A recent

been prevented if PV

ally, onsite renewable

especially

energy systems, cou-

in

sufficient
throughout

dispersion, and output

pled with storage, can

The intermittence of

characteristics contrib-

provide

emergency

some renewable energy

ute to a more resilient

back-up power to risk-

systems makes them

electricity

averse

unsuitable

baseload

(Lovins et al., 2002).

the event that the grid

generators, but their

Strategically sited re-

does fail (Byrne et al.,

modularity,

technical

newables can reduce

1997).

reliability,

geographic

the risk and damage of

power outages, while

the

customers

in

electricity

protecting utility cus- (Lovins
tomers

from

Distributed renewable
energy resources can
improve the resilience
of the electricity grid

&

system

grid

and technical regula-

Lovins,

tion, and liability and

outage 1982).

Onsite renewable
energy systems,
coupled with
storage, can
provide
emergency backup power to riskaverse customers
in the event that
the grid does fail

security issues associ-

costs. In light of these

ated with fossil fuel and

capabilities, it has long

Conclusion

nuclear

been argued that dis-

Given the current un-

electricity procurement

tributed renewable en- certainty

surrounding

power

use,

processes that reject

ergy resources can im- international fuel mar-

renewable energy tech

prove the resilience of

...contd on page 56

kets,

environmental

Rejecting renewable energy technologies on the
basis of cost
alone are nearsighted...
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nologies on the basis of

analogous to trying to

the risks inherent in

cost alone are near- identify yesterday’s sin-

potential

sighted. Shimon Awer-

gle

performing

can be a costly exer-

buch and Martin Berger

stock and investing in it

cise. Renewable energy

recently

commented

exclusively for the next

technologies mitigate a

that least cost proce-

30 years” (Awerbuch &

broad range of the

dures

best

investments

“are

roughly

Berger, 2003). Ignoring

risks associated with

conventional

genera-

ing renewable energy
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The
intermittence
of some
renewable
energy
systems
makes them
unsuitable
baseload
generators,
but their
modularity,
technical
reliability,
geographic
dispersion,
and output
characteristic
s contribute
to a more
resilient
electricity
system
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Pro-Active, Formal, Structured
Approach of Managing
Innovation/Industries Risks over
Reactive and Informal Approach
will be a required competency
for all the Nations and its
Enterprises in the coming years!

Risk
Managem
ent is an
on-going
continuou
s process

